
Webservant Report NASCONA November 3, 2013 

          Our web site is doing great. We are still getting a good traffic 
count on our site. If you do a Google search for Texas Narcotics 
Anonymous NASCONA is in the first 3 pages and the 3 groups that 
have images on their web page are shown in the images section of 
the search engines. I add a link on our Home Page for the day’s 
meditation in Just For Today. If anyone or group has any suggestion 
for our website just let me know. 

     I got an email from a lady this month that wasn’t happy with NA. I 
did pass this along to you. My concern was that maybe someone had 
tried to represent themselves as an employee of NA. However, I don’t 
know really what the circumstances were. Below is a copy of the 
email along with my response to the gentleman. 

Hi Kathie, 
     First of all we do not have any employees nor do we hire anyone. We are a 
group of recovering addicts who meet regularly to help each other stay clean. Yes 
our back grounds will vary. We do not exclude any one nor will we ever tell 
anyone they can't attend or be a member of Narcotics Anonymous. You are a member 
when you say you are. 
 
Webdude 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Kathie [mailto:kathiekearns@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 8:04 AM 
To: webdude@nascona.org 
Subject: Akismet: Spam - Northside Area of Narcotics Anonymous Contact: One of 
your employees...!!! 
 
To: Webmaster 
 
From: 
Kathie 
kathiekearns@gmail.com 
 
Message: 
Hello, I am writing in an unusual case ... Some time ago, I used your services, 
and one of your employees face was familiar to me. At dinner with my wife, it 
turned out that he was a burglar, who 5 years ago broke into our home!!! This is 
ridiculous!!! How you can hire criminals? I found at least 3 bad entries for him 
at website for background check!! I am sure there are more!!! Please do something 
about it, things like that are ridiculous!!! 
 
Akismet Spam Check: probably spam 
Sent from (ip address): 31.133.13.232 (31.133.13.232) 
Date/Time: October 25, 2013 1:03 pm 
Coming from (referer): http://www.nascona.org/contact-us Using (user agent): 
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729) 
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     I do get emails from our website from time to time. All of them are 

asking where to find a meeting in their area or town. I always reply 

very quickly as I spend a lot of time on my computer. 

     I will not be at the ASC this Sunday as I will be in San Antonio. If 

anyone wants to take over our website as the web master I will help 

them if they need the help. The site is built. All one would have to do 

is keep the site updated. I am not resigning as dead websites aren’t 

good.  

 

In Selfless Service, 

Bob T. 

 

 


